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Abstract. Precise and large sets of cross sections for the1H(d, pp)n and 2H(p, pp)n
breakup reactions were measured at 130 deuteron and 190 MeV proton beam energies
with the use of detectors which covered almost the full phase space. The results are com-
pared with various theoretical approaches which model the 3N system dynamics. The
calculations are based on different 2N potentials which can be combined with models of
the three-nucleon force (3NF). The differential cross sections appear to be a very sensitive
tool for testing the interaction models and allow to search for various ingredients of the
dynamics, not only the 3NF but also the Coulomb interaction and relativistic effe ts which
are relatively new achievements of the theory.
1 Introduction
Nowadays, there exist many models of nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction like Av18, CD Bonn or fam-
ily of Nijmegen potentials. They are constructed using the meson exchange theory or phenomenology.
To test thoroughly these models, environement with more than just two nucleons is needed. The most
suitable one is the three nucleon (3N) system, which can be studied in details with the use of the
deuteron breakup reaction. Properties of few-nucleon systems at not too high energies are determined
mainly by pairwise NN interaction. However, there are experimental clues which indicate the existence
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of additional dynamics, refered to as three nucleon force (3NF). Moreover, other pieces of the system
dynamics also participate, like Coulomb force or relativistic component.
The theoretical predictions of observables are obtained by means of rigorous solution of Faddeev
equations. Except realistic NN potentials and supplementing them 3NF models (TM99 3NF or Urbana
IX 3NF), the 3N system dynamics can be described within the coupled-channels (CC) approach [5].
This method is based on explicit treatment of a single∆-isobar degrees of freedom, what generates also
certain 3NF effects. A still alternative way comes from chiral perturbation theory (ChPT). The non-
vanishing 3NF appars at the next-to-next-to-leading (NNLO) order [8,9], which is numerically fully
developed. Within the CC formalism the Coulomb interaction was implemented into calculations for
the first time [6]. Recently, a consistent theoretical treatment of phenomenological 3NF and Coulomb
force has been achieved also for the Av18+UIX potential [7] what allows to investigate the role of
both effects on the high level of accuracy. Moreover, the relativistic treatment of the breakup reaction
in 3N system was developed for calculations using the NN potential [10] and this approach has been
also extended for calculations includnig the 3NF [11].
The extensive and precise data sets which were obtained in series of new generation experiments
are used to distinguish between the effects of various origins and to test the corresponding predictions.
2 Experiments
New-generation experiments dedicated to investigations of thep(d, pp)n andd(p, pp)n breakup reac-
tions in a large phase space region were performed with the use of the SALAD and BINA detectors at
KVI [1–4] and the Germanium Wall (GeWall) setup at FZ-Jülich [13]. The deuteron and proton beams
of energies 130 and 190 MeV respectively were used and large set of the breakup differential cross
sections were measured.
The SALAD detector consisted of a three-plane multi-wire proportional chamber (MWPC) and
two layers of a segmented scintillator hodoscope: horizontal∆E and vertical stoppingE detectors.
The acceptance of the setup covered the region of the polar angles from 120 to 400 and the full range
of the azimuthal angles. The liquid hydrogen target was placed inside the scattering chamber. BINA
apparatus was constructed as an upgraded version of SALAD and possesed two main parts called Wall
and Ball. Wall inherited most parts and features from SALAD, covering the same angular range and
built of the same MWPC and modified∆E andE hodoscopes. The backward part is ball-shaped and
consists of 149 phoswich detectors which cover polar angles between 400 and 1600. The Ball plays
two roles: of particle detector and scattering chamber. In the measurements of thed − p and p − d
breakup reactions liquid targetsLD2 andLH2 were used.
The GeWall setup at the Research Center in Jülich (FZJ) consisted of three high-purity semicon-
ductor position sensitive germanium detectors. Two different types of the detectors were used: a thin
transmission detector “Quirl” with an excellent spatial resolution used to determine the position and
energy loss (∆E detector) of the passing charged particles, and two thick energy detectors E1 and E2
with excellent energy resolutions. The angular acceptance of the apparatus was 30 − 140 for the polar
and 2πfor the azimuthal angles.
3 Results
In order to search for subtle dynamical effects in few-body systems precise and systematic database
is necessary, what makes the mesurements very demanding. Our new-generation experiments fulfilled
these conditions and provided a very rich set of differential cross sections for the breakup reactions.
The cross sections were obtained for about 80 [2] and 94 [12] kinematical configurations, defined
by the polar angles of the two outgoing protons,θ1, θ2, and their relative azimuthal angleϕ12, for
the two energies of 65 and 190 MeV/nucleon respectively with the use of the SALAD and BINA
apparatus. Moreover, additional set of the cross sections for 145 geometries were obtained with the
GeWall detector [13]. The elastic scattering process was measured simultaneously in each experiment
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Fig. 1. Relative discrepancies between the experi-
mental data and the theoretical predictions of the
breakup cross sections as a function of the kinetic en-
ergy of the relative motion of the two breakup pro-
tons. The results for the pure Av18 NN potential
(empty red diamonds), the Av18 combined with the
Urbana IX 3NF (f ull red dots) and same calculations
but combined with Coulomb force (blue triangles) are
presented.
rel
Fig. 2. Quality of descriptionof the cross section
datawith the calculationsbasedon Av18 NN poten-
tial combinedwith theUrbanaIX 3NF (blue squares)
and, in addition, with the Coulomb force included
(red squares). Dependenceof χ2/d.o.f on the kinetic
energy of the relative motionof the two breakuppro-
tonsis shown. Pointwith avery largevalueof χ2/d.o.f
is scaleddown by a factorof 15, as indicatedin the
panel.
andthedatawereusedfor thebreakupcrosssectionsnormalization.Theobtainedresultsallowedto
tracedifferentaspectsof the systemdynamics,3NF effects,influenceof the Coulombforce for the
measuredobservablesandtherelativistic effects.
Thecrosssectiondataobtainedfor 65 MeV/nucleonat KVI werecomparedwith the theoretical
predictionsandrevealedboth, the significantinfluenceof the 3NF [1] andthe Coulombeffects[2].
Importanceof the 3NF for the properdatadescriptionis presentedin Fig. 1. The relative difference
of the experimentaland theoreticalcrosssections,(σexp − σth)/σexp, is presentedas a function of
the relative kinetic energy of the two breakupprotonsErel for calculationsbasedon Av18 potential
andAv18 combiningwith theUIX 3NF model(Av18+UIX). ThepredictioncontainingtheUIX 3NF
significantlyimprovesthedatadescriptionin almostthewholerangeof Erel. However, at very small
relativeenergy, therestill exist quitelargedifferenciesbetweenthedataandthetheory, andaddingthe
UIX 3NFmakesthediscrepanciesevenlarger.
As it turnedout themissingpart of thedynamicsis theCoulombforceandonly calculationswhich
take into accountboth dynamicalcomponents,the UIX 3NF andthe Coulombinteraction,areable
to remove thedisagreements(seeFig. 1). Adding theelectromagneticforceinto thecalculationsdoes
notessentiallychangethequalityof thedatadescriptionat largeErel, howeveratsmallErel valuesthe
observeddiscrepanciesarealmosttotalyremoved.As onecan notice,therearestill somediscrepancies
at large Erel whatcanbe interpretedasmissingpartof thedynamics,eitherthe relativistic effectsor
unresolvedproblemsin ourunderstandingof the3NFstructure.
The Coulombforce werestudiedin moredetailsin dedicatedexperimentat FZJ [13], focusedon a
verynarrow partof thephasespace.Dependenciesof χ2 perdegreeof freedom(d.o.f.)asafunctionof
theErel werestudied,seeFig. 2. In thecaseof verysmallErel theCoulombeffectsareextremalyhigh.
It hasbeenproventhatonly thepredictionscontainingtheCoulombcomponentareableto reproduce
thedatain acorrectway.
Thedatameasuredat 190MeV/nucleon[12] revealsignificantdiscrepanciesin somegeometrical
configurationswhencomparingto thetheoreticalcalculactionsincludningthe3NFpotentials.Possible
missing ingredientswhich could contribute are the relativistic effects.The relativistic calculations
improve thedatadescriptiononly in certainpartsof thephasespaceseeFig. 3.
4 Summary and outlook
Preciseand systematicstudiesof the breakupreactionin a large part of the phasespaceare very
importantfor understandingof the interactionbetweennucleonsin few-nucleonsystems.Currently
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Fig. 3. Differential cross sections for the d(p, pp)n breakup reaction atEp=190 MeV at two different kinematical
configurations (specified in the panels) in which significant relativistic effects are observed. Experimental data are
compared with results of different theoretical calculations described in the legend.
available theoretical approaches which try to model the interaction need very precise and large exper-
imental database to be verified and further developed. Within these predictions different pieces of the
dynamics can be studied separately and also their mutual interplay can be investigated. The data were
obtained at several beam energies and in general confirmed the modern calculations, however there
are still some problems with our understanding of the current models of the 3NF. Moreover, there is
still strong need to have possibly complete theoretical treatments including all ingredients of the 3N
system dynamics (3NF, Coulomb interaction, relativistic effects).
New experiments to study 3N system dynamics are planned, including also investigations of the
three-body system in the four-body environment. The future studies of the 3N system dynamics in the
deuteron breakup reaction with the use of the WASA detector at FZJ are focused on investigation of
the relativistic effects and the role of the 3NF at higher energies. New scientific program concentrated
on investigation of the few-nucleon systems dynamics at not too high energies was proposed to be
carried out with the use of the BINA detector at the Cyclotron Center Bronowice in Cracow.
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